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OUR COMMITMENT
TO ZERO HARM
AT BMD, THE SAFETY OF OUR PEOPLE, THE
COMMUNITIES AND ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH
WE WORK HAVE BEEN A PRIORITY SINCE OUR
INCEPTION IN 1979.
Through our Zero Harm goal, BMD aims to ensure
each and every person who comes into contact
with our business remains safe and in good
health whilst in our care. Jointly we are committed
to minimising environmental harm through the
implementation of best practice environmental
management. Our Zero Harm goal encourages
us to constantly strive to improve our workplace
health and safety standards. It allows us to remain
vigilant and accept our individual responsibility for
our actions, and the implementation and continual
improvement of our safety and environmental
systems and methodologies.
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THE BMD EXPERIENCE

OUR BUSINESS
OUR EXPERTISE
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE

AS A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF THE BMD
GROUP, BMD URBAN IS A SPECIALIST CIVIL AND
BUILDING CONTRACTOR TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND
THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY, OPERATING
THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA.
BMD Urban draws on extensive experience from within the BMD Group
and utilises robust management systems, delivery methodologies and a
relationship based approach, specifically tailored to the needs of the industry.
Integrated services can be offered by BMD Urban in partnership with
Empower Engineers & Project Managers (Empower), JMac Constructions
(JMac) and Urbex to achieve seamless and cost effective project delivery. Our
extensive network of offices located throughout Australia enables us to engage
with locally based suppliers and subcontractors and provides the flexibility to
deliver high quality construction services to every corner of the country.
BMD Urban’s diverse portfolio of civil construction capabilities include
earthworks, roadworks construction and maintenance, subdivisions,
water and wastewater infrastructure, bikeways, sporting facilities,
community infrastructure and airport infrastructure. We pride ourselves
on our ability to transform spaces into iconic, usable precincts, bringing
communities together.
Working collaboratively with clients, stakeholders and the community is not
just an ‘add on’ for BMD Urban project teams, it is an integral philosophy
that is at the cornerstone of our family owned business. We have a strong
network of subcontractors and suppliers who seamlessly join our project
teams to deliver on time and on budget.
BMD Urban’s project delivery excellence has been consistently recognised
by national and international industry organisations with a number of
prestigious awards. BMD Urban is proud of the long standing relationship
and affiliation with numerous state, national and industry groups including
Roads Australia, Engineers Australia, Civil Contractors Federation and local
authorities across Australia.
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LONG-TERM CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS HAVE
BEEN THE FOUNDATION OF OUR SUCCESS.
WHAT MAKES BMD DIFFERENT IS OUR VALUE
SYSTEM, UNIQUE CULTURE AND GENERAL
COMMITMENT TO ALL STAFF. OUR STRATEGY
IS SIMPLE: VALUE OUR PEOPLE, COLLABORATE
WITH OUR PARTNERS AND CONTINUE TO
DELIVER EXCEPTIONAL PROJECTS WITH
SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES.

LOCAL INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION
In line with the BMD Group’s approach to business, BMD
Urban’s operations are firmly underpinned by a philosophy
to ‘support the local communities in which we operate’ –
a philosophy that was well established long before local
industry participation initiatives were formally introduced.
BMD’s mission is to professionally manage our suppliers and
subcontractors to achieve the best possible outcomes for our
clients, including aiding in the development of the local industry.
Since establishment in 1979, BMD has employed a policy of
engaging locally based suppliers and owner operators. This
policy serves to maximise the opportunity for local input with
flow on effects in the training and development of locally based
staff engaged on our projects. We are proud of the long-term,
key supplier relationships that have developed as a result of
this philosophy.

THE BMD WAY

Building on BMD’s founding philosophy, BMD Urban
approaches each project individually, actively identifying
opportunities for local community engagement and
participation that will provide beneficial outcomes for
the project team, client and local community alike.
We work in partnership with Indigenous and non-Indigenous
organisations who embody our values to achieve long lasting
benefits in areas including health and wellbeing, arts and culture,
job creation, environment, and social and community development.
Our continued focus is on equal opportunities and increasing
our commitment to Indigenous engagement across the Group to
create a diverse workforce. We have extensive experience working
in regional and remote areas and within Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities. Our policies, plans, initiatives and training
programs support our commitment to provide equal opportunities.
Over the past 10 years, we have worked diligently to engage and
train Indigenous employees with the establishment of Indigenous
participation plans on numerous projects.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BMD’s management systems have the structure, depth and
flexibility to guide the successful delivery of even the most
complex of projects. The BMD Management System is designed
to create an integrated approach to cost, time, quality, safety and
environmental management. Based on the company’s philosophy
and corporate policies, the system provides the necessary plans,
procedures, training and reporting systems to assist our teams in
the delivery of projects based on industry best practice.

DELIVERING ON OUR ZERO HARM GOAL
We apply the same health, safety and environmental
management systems across all our projects regardless
of their size or complexity and they guide our teams
towards our goal of Zero Harm.
BMD Urban currently hold a number of industry recognised
multi-site certifications for quality, health, safety and environmental
management systems, as part of its integrated Business Management
System (BMS). BMD’s management system allows for flexibility on
a project by project basis, while ensuring the client’s requirements
are addressed and the project is delivered in full compliance with the
relevant specifications and regulations.
BMD is proud of our achievements in safety and environment and
we are determined to further our commitment to a level that makes
the BMD Group synonymous with excellent safety performance,
regardless of the challenges in any project we undertake. Our
environmental management performance has also been recognised
through multiple industry awards for environmental and construction
excellence.
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TIMELY DELIVERY OF PROJECTS
We invest in a collaborative approach with clients and
partners from early stages of projects, identifying key
challenges, managing risks, allocating appropriate
resources and setting clear roles and responsibilities.
Through open and frequent communication, our
teams work effectively and efficiently to deliver
industry best practice and acceleration of stages
throughout the construction period.
We understand that the timely delivery of projects enhances
our clients’ return on investment and implement the necessary
project management tools and controls to ensure this happens
whenever possible.
The breadth of our engineering and construction expertise coupled
with our collaborative approach enables us to deliver both small and
large scale public infrastructure projects efficiently and effectively.

ANZAC CENTENARY MEMORIAL WALK

PALMERSTON, NT | $5.6 MILLION

ADELAIDE, SA | $8.2 MILLION

PALMERSTON CITY COUNCIL

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Palmerston City Council contracted BMD Urban for
the Goyder Square Redevelopment project located in
Palmerston, 20 minutes east of Darwin. The new look square
has grown into a shady, green haven for residents and
includes a continuous open space link from Goyder Square
to the water tower park, an open grassed area, an interactive
water feature, playground, shade structure, performance
space to hold community events, outdoor seating and a new
convenient layout for the Palmerston Markets.

The Anzac Centenary Memorial Walk is South Australia’s
flagship project to commemorate the Centenary of Anzac.
Located along Kintore Avenue from the South Australian
National War Memorial to the Torrens Parade Ground, it
involved the construction of a 7 metre wide granite paved
walkway, flanked on one side by a new Government House
fence and on the other by a raised granite clad garden bed.

Working in partnership with JMac Constructions, we completed the
project on budget and on schedule. Delays were experienced early
on in the project due to unknown existing services being found.
The project team introduced night shifts and weekend works to
accelerate the program and make up the lost time. Despite these
initial delays, the project was handed over in time for the City of
Palmerston’s Christmas tree lighting ceremony.
BMD Urban is proud to have delivered an iconic project that is a
vital community asset and demonstrates strong capabilities in both
soft and hard landscaping features.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> In order to reduce impacts to adjacent businesses
and buildings, a road profiler was used to demolish the
majority of the original concrete surfaces to minimise
noise and vibrations.
>> The project team was committed to safety, with the project
delivered lost time injury free.

The Memorial Walk’s new fence features a 60 metre section of
granite panels etched with images from a century of service by
Australian defence personnel, to acknowledge the sacrifice of all
Australians who have been affected by war.
BMD Urban was honoured to have been appointed head contractor
to deliver an iconic feature within the city centre, providing a quality
product that honours the Anzac spirit.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> The project was delivered on time and budget, ready
for the official opening by the Governor His Excellency
the Honourable Hieu Van Le AC and the Anzac Day
commemorations.
>> The project’s timely delivery was achieved despite a
significant increase in scope variation, only instructed
during the Christmas period of 2015.
>> The team absorbed this additional scope within a
post-Christmas program by extending working time
to seven days a week. This ensured the project
completion date was achieved.
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COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTING
We pride ourselves on a collaborative approach to
business and using our integrated service delivery
model to provide seamless and cost effective project
outcomes for clients. We are able to offer our clients
benefits including, ‘hassle free’ project delivery, a
positive and productive working environment and
specialist project teams.
Unique to BMD is our ability to manage the sheer magnitude of our
projects in a way that our competitors cannot. We deliver smaller jobs
in value of $500,000, whilst simultaneously delivering up to $100 million
landmark projects. This approach makes us much more diversified
and means our clients save on overheads by not having to pay ‘margin
on margin’. Integrated services can be offered by BMD Urban in
partnership with Empower, JMac and Urbex to achieve seamless and
cost effective project delivery.
By capitalising on the offering of the Group across a range of market
sectors, BMD maintains a strong foundation within the business for our
people, our clients and communities. Building on this foundation is key
to our success and ensures that each of our business units continue
to offer tailored services for clients both solely and in conjunction with
one another.

“On behalf of Council, I wish to take this opportunity to thank all
at BMD Urban for your outstanding work on the Beenleigh Town
Square Project. The project was well received by the community
and Council alike and was recently awarded the Great Place
Award at this year’s Planning Institute of Australia Awards for
Planning Excellence – Queensland. This award is testimony
to the efforts of a great team and collaboration between the
contractor, consultants and Council.”
Ella du Plessis, Senior Development Planner, Logan City Council

BEENLEIGH TOWN SQUARE

SOUTHPORT, QLD | $68 MILLION

BEENLEIGH, QLD | $8.2 MILLION

GROCON (PARKLANDS) PTY LTD

LOGAN CITY COUNCIL

The Commonwealth Games will be one of Queensland’s
largest and most prestigious sporting events when athletes
from across the world converge on the Gold Coast in 2018.
Grocon awarded BMD Urban and JMac packages for the
Parklands project to build the infrastructure required for the
Commonwealth Games athletes’ village. The village will house
the athletes and provide facilities for the sporting events
to take place. In the long-term, the area will form the key
residential, commercial and retail part of the Gold Coast
Health and Knowledge Precinct.

BMD Urban and JMac delivered a vibrant community centre
in the heart of the Beenleigh Business Precinct for Logan
City Council. The project involved a mix of construction
disciplines including civil, electrical and landscaping, as well
as communication and coordination with various government
and private stakeholders. BMD Urban completed the
preliminary works, as well as the civil and external works.
This included the service location and demolition of
pavements and trees, reclamation of public artworks and
historic street furniture, conversion of the existing six-way
roundabout into a signalised intersection and construction
of turning circles at James and Kent streets. The result was
a vibrant open space that includes a civic platform, pavilion
structure and open air market space.

The project consists of nine separable portions, including the
relocation of the western force sewer rising main and internal
subdivisional works which will allow the builders to commence
works. The works involved clearing vegetation, bulk earthworks,
trunk sewer and stormwater structures, installation of services
(including water, gas, low voltage and high voltage electrical and
National Broadband Network), roadworks, and both soft and
hard landscaping. As part of the project, JMac was awarded the
$17 million package of landscaping work to create a recreational
precinct for residents. Major landscaping works will include all
streetscapes throughout the precinct, formed concrete walls,
decorative pavements and bespoke custom furniture. The project
will also include the instillation of “The Village Heart”, a large custom
designed cantilevered, fibre reinforced, polyclad building with an
integrated disc water feature.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> Collaboration between BMD Urban and JMac saw the client
save on overheads by not having to pay ‘margin on margin’.
>> BMD Urban has brought many innovative ideas to the table
through the course of the design and construct contract
which has enabled the client to realise further cost savings
during construction.
>> The design of the Parklands project has been focused
around The Village Heart and creating an atmosphere for
families and the like to visit. The focus on the health and
learning precinct shows the desire to expand the existing
surrounding stakeholders including Griffith University and
the Gold Coast University Hospital.

JMac was awarded the $3.75 million landscaping package, as part
of the project. This involved the development of the Beenleigh Town
Square including civil, landscaping and minor structure works. The
collaboration between the two BMD Group companies delivered an
outcome which the client was extremely happy with and enabled
the creation of a community hub which has reinvigorated the
Beenleigh township.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> The project was completed on budget and all milestones
were met within the scheduled timeframes.
>> The project delivered a variety of streetscape elements to
enhance pedestrian amenity and ensure a consistent and
attractive character, introducing vibrant colour, shade,
efficient lighting and vegetation.
>> Consistent communication with local businesses and
stakeholders, as well as effective traffic control planning on
the project resulted in minimal disruption and limited traffic
congestion and confusion during the road closures.
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CAPACITY OF PROJECT TEAMS
BMD Urban has the resources and experience
to deliver projects ranging in size and complexity.
We have the capacity to integrate with other BMD
companies to provide the optimum level of service to
our clients across the value chain. Our commitment
to understanding our clients’ needs and exceeding
their expectations remains the same, regardless of
the project size or value.
With a national footprint, we have the ability to build and retain
experienced and skilled project teams. Our focus is on fostering
and retaining a high performance culture amongst our teams, and
we understand that the success of our projects is based on our
people. Regardless of where or what we are working on, BMD
Urban is committed to providing more, doing more and giving
confidence to our clients and partners.
We carefully structure our project teams to ensure the right people
with the right skills have the capability to deliver exceptional results.
At the heart of our services is our engineering and construction
expertise, and this combined with our resources and experience
across every facet of community infrastructure means we always
meet project demands with quality, commitment and collaboration.

“BMD produced a high quality outcome which has received
favourable comments from ACT Government agencies,
the developer and the local Crace community. The project
was unique in the ACT and has become a model for the
construction of similar facilities in other subdivisions.”
John Randall, Managing Director,
Indesco Pty Limited (Client’s Superintendent, CRIP)

HEALTH CITY BULK EARTHWORKS

CRACE ESTATE, ACT | $8 MILLION

SPRINGFIELD, QLD | $5.2 MILLION

CANBERRA INVESTMENT CORPORATION LIMITED

SPRINGFIELD LAND CORPORATION

BMD Urban delivered various stages of Crace Estate over
a four year period. The scope included the delivery of the
Community Recreation Irrigated Park (CRIP) which is an area
with gardens, wetlands, netball courts, rebound walls, as well
as playgrounds and workout equipment.

Health City Springfield Central is the designated centre of
the health and wellness offering for local residents in Greater
Springfield. Springfield Land Corporation engaged BMD
Urban to complete bulk earthworks for future development
in the Health City Precinct including aged care facilities,
hospital expansion and future road developments. Works
included 30 hectares of clearing and grubbing, cut to fill and
exports offsite, construction of a Q100 detention basin, soil
stabilisation and scour protection work.

Works included earthworks, sewer, stormwater and water main
works, wetlands and irrigation ponds, installation of playground and
work out equipment, as well as extensive landscaping, including the
irrigation system, and construction of pump stations and associated
infrastructure.
Earmarked as a strategic infrastructure priority under the ACT
Government Infrastructure Plan, the park is a focal point for the
recreation, leisure, social and community events at Crace.
BMD, together with key subcontractors and the client, put in place
a rigorous programming process which included daily, weekly and
monthly reviews to enable works to progress during wet weather
periods. The continual review of the program, together with the
collaborative approach of the entire team, enabled BMD to identify
opportunities where work could progress immediately, as opposed
to what was originally pre-defined.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> The project team established a rigorous regime of
re-programming, re-sequencing and communication
with key stakeholders to continually drive progress
and innovation.
>> As the landscaping covered the majority of the site, it was
imperative to strip and save as much topsoil as possible to
achieve the budget and reduce environmental impacts. Due
to careful use and maximisation of the available material,
only minimal importation of topsoil was required.
>> To manage wet weather, programs were continually
updated and revised (more than typical) to reflect the
changing site conditions brought about by the varying
weather impacts.
>> Relationships with the client, superintendent,
subcontractors, suppliers and other key stakeholders
remained positive, driving the team and innovation
throughout the delivery phase, despite the challenges faced.
>> The project was awarded the 2013 Master Builders Australian
Capital Territory Award for the civil subdivision category.

The project is situated within the growing community and adjacent
to major key stakeholders including Mater Hospital, Saint Peters
School, University of Southern Queensland and local residents.
BMD worked closely with Springfield Land Corporation and Ipswich
City Council through open discussions via regular onsite meetings
and by working effectively and efficiently, to deliver industry best
practice on the project.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> The project has improved public awareness regarding
effectively managing onsite material (i.e. mulch bunds from
clearing trees) in controlling risks associated with erosion
and sediment controls on this bulk earthworks project.
>> The BMD project team invested in a collaborative approach
at an early stage focusing on identifying key challenges,
generating risk management strategies, allocating
appropriate resources and setting clear roles and
responsibilities.
>> BMD’s ongoing commitment to environmental protection
and rejuvenation was recognised with a silver award at
the Ipswich City Council Awards for Excellence in the
environment category.
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STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT
BMD has a long standing commitment to
providing lasting legacies in the communities
in which we operate.
Many of our operations occur within highly urbanised areas
and involve significant interaction with the local communities.
Stakeholder and community relations is identified as the role
and responsibility of everyone that is involved in the delivery of
BMD projects, not just the community relations team. BMD
works with clients to ensure projects have sufficient stakeholder
management plans and the resources needed to lead positive
engagement outcomes.
Our corporate systems have been developed to deliver the
highest of standards, ensuring we are effectively able to stage
works, delineate worksites, manage nearby stakeholders and
safely ensure access from secure areas without incident and
impact on business operations.

“BMD approached a very difficult site with multiple
stakeholders and user groups, unique climate conditions and
limited access with precise and meticulous planning. Their
commitment to ensuring that the project was delivered on
time and on budget ensured that their management of the
site and public was excellent.”
Jamie Hoskins, City of Charles Sturt,
Henley Square Redevelopment

COHEN STREET UPGRADE AND BELCONNEN

HENLEY BEACH, SA | $8.4 MILLION

BUS INTERCHANGE

CITY OF CHARLES STURT

BELCONNEN, ACT | $17 MILLION
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT ACT PLANNING AND LAND AUTHORITY

The Henley Square Redevelopment project was a complete
revitalisation of Henley Square, located in one of Adelaide’s
busiest beachside suburbs. The works were situated in a
highly sensitive area amongst local traders and residents
where works were coinciding with normal operational trading
hours. The objectives of the project were to ensure Henley
Square became a multi-functional space that allowed for
outdoor dining, water features and additional seating facilities,
which would in turn activate the space for all users to enjoy.
Stakeholder management and community consultation was
imperative both prior to and during the project. Preliminary
consultation with local residents and businesses assisted in the
development of a construction methodology that was sensitive
to community needs. The project team created a stakeholder
management matrix, as part of the Stakeholder Management Plan.
This matrix detailed the pedestrian, delivery and vehicle access of
each stakeholder at each stage during construction works.
BMD proactively engaged stakeholders at all stages of the project
through regular communication, updating audiences on upcoming
works and the progression of the redevelopment.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> BMD successfully met critical milestones, completing the
overall project prior to the busy summer trading period of
2015/2016, ensuring a great outcome for all stakeholders.

BMD was contracted to undertake the demolition of the
existing busway interchange on Cohen Street. A new busway
interchange was constructed approximately 1 kilometre in
distance to meet the growing needs of the local community
and public transport users. Construction works involved both
civil works, and services associated with a new and improved
public transport busway, which has significantly enhanced the
Belconnen town centre amenity.
The works required significant stakeholder management to ensure
project delivery would not impede on the operations of the public
transport bus system. BMD had a robust understanding of the
competing priorities and needs of the client’s stakeholders to
mitigate risks, overcome challenges and communicate outcomes.
The project team implemented various strategies to ensure impacts
to residents, motorists and the environment were minimal. This
included delineating worksites and safely managing stakeholders to
ensure access to secure areas.

KEY OUTCOMES
>> BMD instituted regular coordination meetings for each
section of works. This ensured all relevant stakeholders
were engaged about works specific to their area of interest
and promoted the sharing of knowledge and brainstorming
to overcome issues.

>> Through a value management process, BMD saved the
client approximately $800,000 on the original tender value,
bringing the project back within the client’s budget.

>> Works were completed in accordance with Australian
Capital Territory specifications, several service
utility providers specifications and all environmental
management and safety management plans.

>> By successfully managing the construction works
throughout winter months, the project team ensured
minimal disruption on the local business and community.

>> The successful completion of the project has increased the
capacity of the facility and accommodated for an increase
in the number of bus services.

>> The project team successfully and efficiently managed over
ten local businesses, local residents and the general public.

>> The project won the 2011 Civil Contractors Federation
Australian Capital Territory Earth Award for Category 3,
projects valued over $5 million.

>> Due to an uncompromised commitment to safety, the
project was delivered with zero lost time injuries.
>> The project won the 2016 Civil Contractors Federation
South Australian Earth Award for Category 3, projects
valued over $5 million.
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MOUNT BARKER PARK ‘N’ RIDE

CHARTERS TOWERS ROAD WATER MAIN

FLEMINGTON RACECOURSE WETLANDS

MOUNT BARKER, SA | $3.6 MILLION

TOWNSVILLE, QLD | $8.9 MILLION

FLEMINGTON, VIC | $2.25 MILLION

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, TRANSPORT
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

TOWNSVILLE CITY COUNCIL

VICTORIAN RACING CLUB

NAN HAI PU TUO TEMPLE

KAURI PARADE TENNIS COURTS

CASUARINA COASTAL RESERVE

SELLICKS HILL, SA | $2.9 MILLION

SEACLIFF, SA | $4.7 MILLION

CASUARINA, NT | $4.8 MILLION

NAN HAI PU TUO TEMPLE OF AUSTRALIA INC.

CITY OF HOLDFAST BAY

DEPARTMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE

SHOALHAVEN MARKETPLACE
SECTION 1 AND 2
VINCENTIA, NSW | $11.9 MILLION
STOCKLAND DEVELOPMENT PTY (SECTION 1)
AND FABCOT PTY LTD (SECTION 2)

STOCKWELL HOCKEY PITCH
STOCKWELL, SA | $1.1 MILLION
BAROSSA VALLEY HOCKEY ASSOCIATION INC.

DARWIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
HIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEM UPGRADE
DARWIN, NT | $3.2 MILLION
DARWIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THE BMD GROUP
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BMD IS A NATIONAL GROUP OF COMPANIES ENGAGED IN
ENGINEERING DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND LAND DEVELOPMENT
FOR CLIENTS AND PARTNERS IN THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE, AND ENERGY SECTORS.
BMD Constructions offers civil construction services for major infrastructure projects
throughout Australia. Expertise, experience and resources are applied across the industry
sectors of transport, water, rail, port, resources and energy. The company engages in
projects ranging in value from $1 million to in excess of $1 billion as a principal contractor
and in joint venture with other major contractor and design partners.
BMD Industrial, a division of BMD Constructions, is managed by a group of highly
experienced industry executives who assemble professional project teams to deliver
structural, mechanical, piping and electrical solutions for a diverse range of clients
and industries.
BMD Urban is a specialist civil and building contractor to the urban development
industry. The company draws on significant industry experience and utilises
management systems, delivery methodologies and a relationship based approach
that is specifically tailored to the needs of this industry. Integrated services can
be offered in partnership with Empower Engineers & Project Managers, JMac
Constructions and Urbex to achieve seamless and cost effective project delivery.
Empower Engineers & Project Managers (Empower) provides superior civil,
structural and geotechnical engineering design and project management services.
Empower’s experience includes residential, commercial and industrial developments,
infrastructure, and resource and energy projects across metropolitan, regional and
remote areas. Key services include planning and feasibility studies, road infrastructure
design, flood studies, land development and services design, water quality and
stormwater management, structural engineering and shoring, and foundation design.
JMac Constructions (JMac) specialises in all aspects of landscape construction
including residential, commercial, industrial, public infrastructure, environmental
rehabilitation and long term care and maintenance. From street scapes, boardwalks,
public structures, stone entry statements, playgrounds and parklands, JMac has the
ability to successfully construct and create unique landscapes of all shapes and forms.
Urbex is an innovator in residential and commercial development, undertaking
wholly owned projects and joint ventures in developments of varying scale and size.
Harnessing leading talent in project structuring, planning, management, delivery and
marketing, Urbex delivers excellence in the creation of new communities to meet the
lifestyle needs of Australians today and into the future.

WE SEE OUR SUCCESS LINKED TO OUR
ABILITY TO DELIVER CERTAINTY THROUGH
CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE AND
COLLABORATION.
WE SEE OUR FUTURE SHAPED BY ALL THAT
HAS MADE US SUCCESSFUL IN THE PAST.
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WE SEE OUR STRENGTHS IN THE QUALITY
OF OUR PEOPLE AND OUR GENUINE
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CLIENTS, PARTNERS
AND COMMUNITIES.
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www.bmd.com.au

